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Australian Patent Enforcement–Part 2

Australian Patent Enforcement—A Proposal 
For An Expert Panel Opinion
Part 2
By Dimitrios Eliades1

Summary of Part 1  
The ability of patentees, particularly small to medium 

enterprises (SMEs) to commence and sustain a patent 
enforcement action, has been a problematic the Aus-
tralian government has wrestled with for some years. 
The Australian Government has been concerned “to 
find ways of making patent enforcement less of an is-
sue” and to make it “cheaper, simpler and quicker to 
get fair and appropriate resolution for any dispute.”2   

As a consequence, in 2006 the government re-
quested ACIP to investigate post grant patent enforce-
ment strategies to benefit the Australian economy 
by assisting patentees to effectively enforce their 
patent rights.3 

The ACIP review identified a number of problems 
with the current model. These included:

• The high cost of specialised legal representa-  
  tives and experts retained in the enforcement  
  litigation;
• The ability of a party to use mechanisms in the  
  proceeding which can delay matters and exacer- 
  bate those legal and expert costs;
• Financial disparity between the parties;
• Delay in finalisation raising issues of sustain-
  ability of the proceeding;
• The uncertainty of the outcome arising from 
  the nature of patent rights, patent litigation 
  generally, delay and a low level of knowledge 
  of what patent enforcement entails.

ACIP relevantly recommended the establishment of 
a Patent Tribunal, comprised of 3 professional people 
of legal and technical skill. Mechanisms were recom-
mended to direct patent disputes to the Tribunal. For 
example, these included recommending to the Court 
to penalise a patent 
owner in terms of costs 
who chose to bypass the 
Tribunal and proceed to 
Court for relief, even if 
such party succeeded 
before the Court.

ACIP’s recommenda-
tion as to the estab-
lishment of a Patent 
Tribunal was rejected by 
the government. Factors militating against acceptance 
of the recommendation included:

•  The inability of the Tribunal to make binding  
  decisions;
•  The requirement that both parties submitted  
  to the Tribunal;
•  The limited range of mechanisms by which 
  parties could be encouraged to abide by the  
  Tribunal’s decisions;
•  A constitutional issue arising from the fact 
  that the Tribunal as constituted in the recom- 
  mendation, could not make judicial decisions  
  as it was not a court (s 71 of the Constitution);
•  The Tribunal represented another layer in the  
  appeal process;
•  The cost of the Tribunal outweighed any 
  perceived benefits.

Since the Government’s response,4 there have 
been several important developments. The govern-
ment implemented legislation directing parties to 
undertake steps in most cases to resolve a dispute 
before the proceeding is commenced.5 In addition, 
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new streamlined Federal Court Rules have been 
implemented with a view to reducing delays and 
identify the issues at an early stage.6 

 Finally legislation has been introduced which in 
part has focussed on strengthening patents through 
amendments which included extending the grounds 
for rejection which examiners may raise in patent ex-
amination and extending the patent area for common 
general knowledge in relation to the lack of inventive 
step ground.7 

 In the author’s opinion, the stage is set for a 
patent enforcement strategy which utilises the exist-
ing structures, has the potential to reduce legal and 
expert costs and inherently encourages the parties 
to resolve the dispute at a relatively early stage of 
the proceeding.
The Expert Panel’s Appointment

The appointment of the Expert Panel raises 
practical issues. These issues are related to its 
selection, cost and the briefing materials it will 

consider. The following questions are considered:
1.  Who is to pay for the expert report?
2.  Who is to select the experts?
3.  On what materials is the expert report to be  
 based, and who is responsible for providing  
 those materials to the expert?

In addressing these matters, it is important to adopt 
practices which are, as far as possible, consistent with 
the fundamental premises of this recommended ap-
proach. These include:

•  That the Expert Panel will not in the 
 majority of cases add additional costs to the  
 litigation but will reduce costs and promote  
 early resolution.
•  That the Expert Panel is in the true sense 
 the Court’s panel of experts and the formula- 
 tion of the Expert Panel Opinion is not compro-
 mised by exchanges in the form of submiss- 
 ions, directly with the parties.
•  That the Expert Panel have before it all 
 material the Court and the parties consider  
 relevant. 
•  That as far as possible the existing mecha-
 nisms of the Court are utilised.  

Who is to Pay for the Expert Report?
The Federal Court Rules provide that a party may 

apply to the Court to fix the Court expert’s remu-
neration, including the cost of preparing the expert’s 
report.  As the Expert Panel is first to be selected from 
the personnel within IP Australia, it seems logical 
that the government could calculate a fee for the 
Expert Panel Opinion. The fee would not necessarily 
be nominal, but would be expected to be reflective 
of a saving the government might expect to receive 
from the early resolution of complex patent matters.

It is expected that a revenue source will be more 
palatable to IP Australia, than burdening its skilled 
personnel with greater workloads.

The cost, consistent with the Federal Court Rules 
is payable jointly and severally by the parties.9 The 
shared cost of the expert panel opinion should ideally 
be substantially less than the cost borne by each party 
for its own expert opinion. It is to be recalled that, 
under the proposed model, the parties may choose 
not to seek their own expert evidence following the 
Expert Panel Opinion. 

Under the Uniform Civil Procedure Rules 1999 
(Qld) (‘UCPR (Qld)’), the Court may make the orders 
and give the directions it considers appropriate in 
relation to a court appointed expert, including, a 
direction about the liability for fees and expenses 
payable to the expert.10 

It is however, foreseeable that the party who is not 
supported by the Expert Panel Opinion on validity 
may seek to appoint its own expert and risk incurring 
additional fees. Even if that party were the Goliath 
of the proceeding it will have to contend with the 
Expert Panel Opinion in appointing its own expert.

In circumstances where IP Australia does not have 
three skilled addressees to provide the expert panel 
opinion, the Court has the flexibility under the FCR 
to appoint:

• an expert outside IP Australia and make directions 
that the outside expert liaise  with the experts in IP 
Australia to produce a joint opinion;

•  an expert outside IP Australia where there are no 
skilled addresses in IP Australia and make directions 
as to the conduct and delivery of the report including 
the shared cost of that expert’s remuneration.

6. The Federal Court Rules 2011 commenced 1 August 2011.
7. The Intellectual Property Amendments (Raising the Bar) 

Act 2012.

8. Rule 23.01(1)(b) FCR 2011.
9. Rule 23.01(2) FCR 2011.
10. Rule 429M of the UCPR (Qld).
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Who is to Select the Experts?
The expert panel is to be selected by IP Australia 

from within IP Australia. IP Australia presently ap-
points the examiners of patent applications, where 
similar considerations of validity are undertaken. 

IP Australia should be provided with a statement of 
the qualifications required to render the Expert Panel 
Opinion. This would be a useful and cost effective 
step as it would minimise doubts about the qualifica-
tions required of the expert. 

In ruling on evidence in a patent infringement ac-
tion, in Fina Research SA v Halliburton Energy Services 
Inc. [2003] FCA 55 (“Fina Research”), Moore J said 
in relation to the applicant’s expert:

It is tolerably clear from the patent application 
that it concerns the formulation of a drilling mud 
in a manner identified in the application with 
certain chemical characteristics designed to create 
both physical and chemical properties in the mud 
that, amongst other things, deal with known and 
anticipated problems associated with the use of 
the mud, including minimising its impact on the 
environment and creating a mud which is flowable 
and pumpable and not corrosive. In my opinion, 
the appropriate characterisation of the attributes 
of a notional addressee is a person with a requisite 
specialised knowledge in formulating drilling mud. 
The question that immediately arises is whether 
Professor Kagi is such a person or can give evi-
dence which, together with other evidence, cre-
ates the construct of such a person.11  

His Honour determined that Professor Kagi could 
not assist the Court. Relevantly, his Honour said:

It cannot be doubted for present purposes that 
Professor Kagi has general expertise as a chemist 
with considerable knowledge of, and experience 
with, the petroleum industry. However, he does 
not give evidence that he has in the past formulated 
drilling mud used in that industry, and thereby has 
addressed (or otherwise addressed) what might be 
or should be all the various components of a mud to 
create a useable mud with particular, and perhaps 
desirable, attributes. Without such an involvement 
and the acquisition of specialised knowledge (from 
that involvement or otherwise) to do so, he is not, in 
my opinion, in a position to give relevant evidence of 
assistance to the court concerning the formulation 
of drilling mud bearing on the meaning of a patent 
application and Barthel, the issue of novelty and the 
issue of obviousness: as to the desirability of approach-

ing purportedly relevant expert evidence with some 
circumspection one has regard to the judgment of 
the Court of Appeal in New South Wales in Makita 
(Australia) Pty Ltd v Sprowles [2001] NSWCA 305 
and Minnesota Mining and Manufacturing Company v 
Tyco Electronics Pty. Ltd. [2002] FCAFC 315, though 
one must also have regard to the Full Court of this 
Court in Sydneywide Distributors Pty. Ltd. v Red Bull 
Australia Pty. Ltd. (2002) 55 IPR 354. Accordingly, 
were leave given to read his affidavit, I would reject 
it as containing evidence which did not satisfy the 
threshold requirement of s 56 of the Evidence Act. 12

The identification of the skilled notional addressee 
may be done by agreement between the parties or, 
failing agreement, by the Court’s decision as to the 
skills required to give the Court the best assistance 
in the matter. In practice the absence of challenge 
to another party’s expert is usually but not always 
indicative of an acceptance of a party’s expert. 

Where the Court seeks to appoint an expert from 
outside IP Australia, as in a case where IP Australia 
does not have such an expert, the Court may: 

• Ask each party to name at least 3 experts who: 
o Are qualified to give expert evidence on the 
issue; and 
o Have been made aware of the content of this 
part and consent to being appointed; and 

• Require each party to state any connection   
  between an expert named and a party to 
  the proceeding; and
• Receive other material and make other 
  enquiries to help decide which expert to 
  appoint.13 

On What Materials is the Expert Panel Opinion 
to be Based, and Who is to be Responsible for 
Providing Those Materials to the Expert?

The briefing to the members of the Expert Panel 
may be a joint briefing prepared by the parties, raising 

11. Fina Research at [4].

12. Ibid at [8]. See also Britax Childcare Pty. Ltd. v Infa-Secure 
Pty. Ltd. [2012] FCA 467 (Middleton J, 9 May 2012). In Britax 
a joint report narrowed and identified the construction issues. 
His Honour said at [207]: The joint report and concurrent evi-
dence at trial were successful in identifying for the Court the 
competing arguments on the central issue in this proceeding, 
namely, construction. I will need, however, to return to the spe-
cific objection made by each of the parties as to the question of 
whether either expert witness was a “skilled addressee” or was 
otherwise capable of assisting the Court. If the expert witness 
was not a “skilled addressee” or not otherwise capable of assisting 
the Court, then the evidence would not be relevant, and hence 
would not be admissible in any event despite compliance with s 
79 of the Evidence Act. 

13. UCPR (Qld) Rule 429J.
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the specific issues on which a response is required.  
Failing agreement, the parties may brief the Expert 
Panel independently, particularly where there may 
be commercially sensitive information disclosed and 
a regime to limit the access to lawyers and experts 
is implemented.

As a general observation, one would expect that the 
respondent challenging the validity of the patent would 
seek to include in the briefing bundle provided to the 
Expert Panel, all ‘prior art information’ as that term is 
defined in Schedule 1 of the Patents Act 1990 (Cth). 

In this regard, the Federal Court Rules require 
detailed particulars of the grounds of invalidity on 
which the party relies.14 There may be a tendency 
to include a claimed anticipation  or other prior art 
information because a party is not entitled to tender 
any evidence in, or make any submissions in support 
of, a ground for revocation or rectification not stated 
in the application.15  

However, the practice of numerous citations in 
opposition proceedings before the Commissioner 
is not mirrored to the same extent in the Federal 
Court. A possible explanation is the discretion of 
the Court in relation to costs as expressed by Kenny 
J in SNF v Ciba: 

Generally speaking, however, a trial judge will only 
order the successful party to pay the other party’s 
costs of an “issue” if the successful party’s conduct 
at trial was such as to prolong unreasonably the 
proceedings or for some other like reason: see Rud-
dock v Vadarlis (No 2) 115 FCR at 236; and, more 
recently, Roadshow Films Pty Ltd v iiNet Ltd [2010] 
FCA 645; (2010) 269 ALR 606 at 610-613.16  

In addition to these particulars there would be 
expected to be documents supporting other claims 
that the patent is not a patentable invention. These 
relate to the manner of manufacture,17 lack of utility 
ground18 and the secret use ground.19  

In some cases, the Court may consider that they 
raise issues of fact not dependant on technical skill or 
that the Court might be assisted by the consideration 
of a discrete technical point from which the factual 
consequences might determined. 

Of the remaining grounds for revocation of a patent:20

•The ground of lack of entitlement is severely   
 hamstrung by the introduction of an administra- 
 tive regime under the Raising the Bar Act;21 
• The grounds that the patent or an amendment  
 to the patent were obtained through fraud,   
 false suggestion or misrepresentation,22 should   
 predominantly be matters of conduct which   
 may raise discrete technical issues for the   
 Expert Panel Opinion.
• The grounds under s 4023 are likely to raise   
 discrete issues for the expert panel such as   
 clarification of terms of art and what the 
 Expert Panel understands from certain terms   
 used in the specifications. 
Two issues arise therefrom. Firstly, it is imperative 

that the parties consider that the prior art information 
has been available for consideration by the Expert 
Panel. The effectiveness of the Expert Panel Opinion 
in mediation would be undermined at least from the 
respondent’s perspective, if a relevant document was 
not considered.

Secondly, the briefing exercise should not be used 
as an opportunity to make submissions and turn 
the briefing to the Expert Panel Opinion into a mini 
‘adjudication,’ whereby the panel receives extensive 
submissions. The Expert Panel will receive a bundle 
of documents and either a joint list of questions to 
be addressed or each party’s list of questions.

 The issue of novelty raises the prior art information 
for consideration as free standing prior disclosures, 
which may be considered on the face of the document 
or information. Where there may be a case for reading 
documents together, the preferred method would be 
to construct a question which accommodates this 
circumstance rather than permit submissions arguing 
that two documents should be read together. For ex-
ample, the Expert Panel would be asked to consider:

1.  Does patent A anticipate the patent in suit?
2.  Does patent A anticipate the patent in suit if  
  read with patent B?
3.  Would a skilled person be reasonably expected  
  to have ascertained, understood, regarded as  

14. Rule 34.46 of the FCR 2011.
15. Rule 34.46(4) of the FCR 2011.
16. SNF (Australia) Pty Ltd v Ciba Speciality Chemicals Water 

Treatments Limited (No 2) [2011] FCA 656 at [9].
17. Patents Act s 18(1)(a) and s 18(1A)(a)
18. Patents Act s 18(1)(c) and s 18(1A)(c).
19. Patents Act s 18(1)(d) and s 18(1A)(d).
20. Patents Act s 138(a),(d), (e) and (f)..

21. Schedule 6 Item 31 of the Raising the Bar Act: 22A Validity 
not affected by who patent is granted to. A patent is not invalid 
merely because:

(a) the patent, or a share in the patent, was granted to a person 
who was not entitled to it; or
(b) the patent, or a share in the patent, was not granted to a 
person who was entitled to it.
22. Patents Act s 138(3)(d)and (e).
23. Patents Act s 138(3)(f).
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  relevant and combined the information in 
  patent A and patent B?

It should also be noted that the relevant area for 
the common general knowledge of the skilled person 
for the purpose of inventive step in s 7(2) of the 
Patents Act and ‘innovative step’ in s 7(4), will be 
now broadened by extending this knowledge from 
Australia to the world.24   

Ideally, issues arising for clarification should be 
considered by the Court which will direct the content 
and form of the issues to be raised for the Expert 
Panel Opinion.   In this regard, the Court may make 
the orders and give the directions:

•  To facilitate the preparation of the Expert 
  Panel Opinion;
•  Requiring a party to provide the Expert 
  Panel with relevant information;
•  Regarding the extent a party may communi- 
  cate with the Expert Panel;
•  Regarding inspection, examination or experi- 
  ment by the Expert Panel;
•  Allowing the Expert Panel to consider a 
  report from another expert in a discipline 
  relevant to the issue in relation to which 
  the other expert was appointed;
•  Regarding provision of the report to the 
  registrar;
•  Regarding the payment of the Expert 
  Panel’s fees;
•  Regarding the registrar’s fees;25 
•  Requiring a party relying on a prior art in- 
  formation to have the document translated 
  and directions as to those expenses.  

Under the new Federal Court Rules (as did the 
old rules), there does not appear to be a clear direct 
provision for the court to appoint an expert on its 
own initiative.26 The Court however, could make the 
directions pursuant to its general power to make 
directions for the management, conduct and hearing 
of a proceeding.27 
Conclusion

  The proposed use of an Expert Panel of three 
experts drawn from within IP Australia has a number 
of benefits. The advantages of the proposed model 
flow from the shift from a more expensive contest 

between adversarial experts usually at the hearing of 
the matter, to the use of an objective panel of experts 
advising the Court.

The Federal Court has the skill and expertise 
to efficiently determine patent cases. It also has a 
mechanism to adopt the proposed model without 
great change as do the Supreme Courts of the States. 

Further, the Expert Panel Opinion is both an objec-
tive aide to the Court on the question of validity and 
a valuable tool in the ADR process at an early stage 
of the proceeding. It either places greater emphasis 
on the respondent’s defence to infringement or 
heightens the risk for the patentee that the patent 
in suit might be revoked. Commercial solutions such 
as licensing, will take on a new appeal, particularly 
for the patentee, in cases where the Expert Panel 
Opinion is against the patentee on validity.

The parties are not deprived of presenting conflict-
ing expert evidence and therefore conducting their 
cases, just as they are entitled to do. In addition, 
there is no need for consensus between the parties 
to appoint the Expert Panel as this can be done on 
the application of one party or by the Court. The 
process of obtaining the Expert Panel Opinion does 
not add another layer of adversarial proceedings and 
thereby duplicate costs. If anything, it can potentially 
save costs for a party who in the face of the Expert 
Panel Opinion, chooses not to retain its own expert 
but rather to seek to resolve the dispute or withdraw.

In response to the Government’s reservation with 
the ACIP recommendations, the Expert Panel Opinion 
does not offend s 71 of the Constitution as it is not 
an exercise of ‘judicial power’. It is an opinion sought 
by the Court within its power under the Rules.

Notwithstanding that ADR is already available to the 
parties, ADR conducted in an environment where the 
parties reiterate their polarised views, is uncertain 
and unhelpful. The Expert Panel Opinion introduces 
at an early stage and in a less expensive manner, a 
factor which is likely to encourage the parties to 
resolve the dispute at an earlier stage.

Patent litigation largely revolves around expert 
opinion. Generally, the costs of the experts and the 
lawyers engaging with them, is not an insignificant 
component of patent litigation. The introduction of 
the Court’s Expert Panel Opinion early in the pro-
ceedings, militates against the parties maintaining a 
polarised view on validity for a longer portion of the 
proceeding timeline than can be justified. ■

D.G.Eliades
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24. Raising the Bar Act Schedule 1 Part 1 Items 2 and 4.
25. UCPR Rule 429M.
26. FCR 2011 rule 23.01; FCR 1979 Order 34 rule 2.
27. FCR 2011 Rule 5.04.


